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One does not let up a chance for a raku workshop with John Evans. John has such an easy way about
him, nothing is hurried or pushed. And once he explains the technique, he lets you decorate the pot
however you want. It just ends up being a whole load of fun with lots of learning.
The two- day course with John was arranged by Jemma Wylie, a great potter and friend, at her home in
Tonbridge Wells. The setting was idyllic, stretches of grasslands with sheep lazing about in the warm
sunshine as we humans all geared up for exciting days of multiple firings.
Day one began with John showing us how to make terra sigillata. I make my terra sig by first mixing
ball clay, water and sodium silicate. I then let the mixture sit for 24 hours and separate into three different layers -water at the top, terra sig in the middle and the sludge at the bottom. The middle layer is
then siphoned off and stored as it can keep for ages.
Each of us had more than 15 burnished and
bisque fired pots to decorate and we began
work immediately. We decorated the pots
with masking tape and pre-cut paper stencils. In addition to traditional naked raku
techniques, we also tried masking the burnished pots with wet and pliable clay, loosely
covering it with newspaper and enclosing the
whole thing in foil. This yielded interesting
results, but unfortunately I have no pictures
to share. There was a mad and irretrievable
moment when I tried to download all of my
photos to my computer, and I ended up deleting all of them! It was agonizing and I had to email those
attending the course with me to share their pictures! The pictures of the pit firing were shared by Liz
Holt and Jane Gibson who both attended the course with me.
Jemma has a huge pit in one of her fields and by the afternoon we had filled the pit with pots and
enough combustibles to keep it going well into the night.
Interestingly, Jemma also showed us how to do an Obvara or Baltic raku firing. After a regular firing in a raku kiln, the pot was pulled
out and dunked (for literally a second) in a mixture of flour, yeast, sugar and water. It was immediately
cooled on the ledge, after that.
The way to do the firing can be found on the net and I certainly hope people try it as the results are
magical.
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Artist of the Month

Claudia Luque
As a marketing executive from Columbia, I have lived in and travelled to many countries around the
world. Meeting people from various cultures and backgrounds has inspired my work in ceramics. I
have spent the last fourteen years learning and exploring ceramic techniques and am now dedicated to create and exhibit
my ceramic work.

Why ceramics?
I love working with clay as it allows me the freedom to explore
and innovate. The tactile and impressionable nature of clay inspires me, and I feel that I can create anything that comes to
mind. The malleability of clay tells me that I don’t have any limitations when working with it, and everything becomes possible!

How has your approach to this art form changes
over the years?
I am always trying new techniques, glazes and firing methods. I love and respect clay, it allows
me to not only connect with myself and create beautiful ceramics pieces but also to completely
relax.
Working with clay allows freedom of expression, and that is what I teach my students. I believe it is not just art, it is also a way to
release all the worries and stresses of modern life.

What themes do you pursue most?
The majority of my exhibitions pieces have been inspired by nature and people. I employ a
variety of techniques on all my exhibition pieces. I love the challenge of creating pieces that
depict the perfection of nature or the beauty of people.

What is your favourite work?
I love pebble and people and many of my favourite pieces are based on pebble arrangements and ethnic/black South African ladies.

What jobs have you done other than being an artist?
Between 2011 and 2014 I created a Start Up business with my husband called Power
Ethernet, which produces innovative data networking solution. I was responsible for the
marketing side of the business.
I have also worked with major banks and businesses around the world as a Marketing and
Finance Executive.

Is there anything you dislike about your work?
Yes, wedging clay!

What is the best piece of advice you have been given?
Everything is possible if you put your mind to it.

Should art be funded, and if so why?
Definitively, art is healing for the stressful lives we now lead. It is the best way to relax and let go
all the problems of modern society.

